First Girl Editor
Elected by Tower

For the first time in the history of THE TOWER, the staff elected a girl as editor at Friday's regular meeting. Miss Reiman, a sophomore position for the next four years.

Mimi Reiman, a member of the senior class and a student at Mount Holyoke College, was named the new editor. Miss Reiman, a member of the junior class, was promoted to the position of associate editor in March.

The new editor, said Miss Reiman, is pleased with the staff's decision to elect a girl as editor. She said she looks forward to working with the rest of the staff to continue the tradition of excellence that THE TOWER has been known for over the past 50 years.
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Mimi Reiman
We Love 'em All, But...  
For the first time in the history of the university, a girl has been elected to a position of major importance on campus. Mimi Reiman of Philadelphia has become Editor of THE TOWER for the year 1955.

Now we have nothing against any female member of the student body, but we have all been taken down by our love of loyal, vital, ambitious, and dynamic men of the university? Are we going to turn our backs, bury our heads in the sand, and let this happen? But perhaps we have been deluding ourselves: it seems indeed to be a woman's world.

It seems that this is a definite and (to us) unfortunate sign of the times for our university. Less than 10 years ago, an embargo would have been placed on all the above. They are outnumbered 2 to 1, yet they are the most active members of all our organizations. Girls hold many class offices. A girl holds the director of the Interfraternity Council. Girls hold most of the sub-editorial positions on the Cardinal and THE TOWER staffs. The student council, alone among the major organizations, has not as yet been infiltrated to any great extent.

So we predict that, with the possible exceptions of sports girls, who will be running all campus activities before long—although they have even started a drive for more recognition in the field and may be extroverted in the near future. Maybe we will soon field a girls boxing team.

Your Appearance

The Student Council will vote Feb. 1 on whether or not to ban the wearing of gowns and bandannas. Of course, we are all for the banning of the fairly worn-out on campus. Since this will be the only TOWER before this meeting we feel that a few words are warranted on this subject.
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Chair Unity Octave Opens Tues., in National Shrine

The Chair of Unity Octave will be solemnly observed in the National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception at 8 p.m. each day from Tuesday, Jan. 18, through Tuesday, Jan. 25. The day of each annual observance of the Chair throughout the world in prayer for the conversion of those outside the Catholic Church.

Each day of the octave, prayers will be offered for a particular group of non-Catho-
ic Christians to convert. A complete list can be found in the National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception. Bishop would preside at each weekly Mass and benedict the people at each Mass. A sermon would be preached at each Mass and prayers would be offered for the conversion of those outside the Catholic Church.

The intentions are as follows: Tuesday, Feb. 21, the feast of the 'Other Sheep' to the one fold of St. Peter's in Philadelphia and Rome; Wednesday, the 'return of the lost sheep to the fold of St. Peter's in Philadelphia and Rome'; Thursday, "The substitution of Anglicans to become Catholics in the name of the Lamb of God'; Friday, "The substitution of the angels of light to become Catholics in the name of the Lamb of God'; Saturday, "The substitution of the members of the Church of St. Peter's in Philadelphia and Rome'; Sunday, "The substitution of the lambs of God to become Catholics in the name of the Lamb of God'; and Sunday, "The substitution of the women of the Church of St. Peter's in Philadelphia and Rome.'
Underdog Boxers Meet Tough Army Tomorrow

Cathedral University's boxing team, under the tutelage of Athletic director Eddie Lo-Ford, is coming off a second-place finish at West Point. Although the powerful caddie team from the II, S. Military Academy, CU last met Army in 1952 when the Cadets won 4-0, this year's meet is expected to be close.

The soldiers last year were one of the top teams in the country, and four of their first team are back again. To combat them, Mr. Lo-Ford is taking nine men, and he will have every weight filled except the 125. He plans to fight two exhibitions if Army has the extra men.

Tom Fabely is fighting in the 132 and Jack Daly who has been identified with Illinois until the middle of this past week will go in the 150. Either Doug Bora or Ken Bush will fight 145 and Gene Metzler, Jr. and Greenberg, Al Greene will fight in the 155, 160 and 175 divisions respectively. Ron DeCesco will hold down the heavyweight position.

The team leaves today at noon. As coach Lo-Ford has pointed out they may be short on experience, but they are long on spirit and determination, and somebody had better not bet against them.

Swimming Awards

Swimmers from throughout the United States competed in intramural swimming awards at the Intramural Office in the basement of the Child Dining Hall. Standards were set by members of the varsity track-hoops team, W. Smith, Duchess, Capers, Berger, Buhl, McLane, and Mould.

Grapplers Bow Twice in M-D

The card wrestlers got off to a bad start in Mason Dixon League play as they dropped opening two matches to League leaders, Shadyside, of Western Maryland and Towson Track.

Wednesday the grapplers traveled up to Western Maryland and did pretty well. They were defeated by Shadyside on Maryland's greater experience, 23-15. Only winners for the cards were Tom Campbell and Fred Fryer, who pinned men in 2:04. Tony Buttimer, who took 2:04 to pin his man, and George Heiler, who took only 1:18 to win.

Ron Bartgister, wrestling his first match against the poise of Tom Englar, left the final decision 3:4 to Al Fuller and Jim Sedore and Don Castell both dropped decisions.

In their first encounter of the year, the 2:00 pm match was a dead heat. After a fast start both wrestlers were on the floor. The program got off to an even footing and remained so throughout the whole session. Tony Buttimer got Bob Webster in what proved to be the deciding match of the afternoon. The cards needed only one more victory, but the team was beaten by the score of 5-4.

The match started slowly as the wrestlers tried to get a feel for each other's edge of the mat. However, the second round saw a decided change for Bob Webster as the match between Buttimer and Webster took the only match of the afternoon at distances 3-0, 3-1.

Two Boxing Veterans

Two boxing veterans, Jack Daly, who had served in the line and heavyweight Al Greene pictured here training for the West Point bout

Trackmen Lack Team

In the Dec. 17 edition of THIS TOWER a small article with the heading "Cass Too" appeared. This article was written as a plea for more men to come out and participate in indoor track. Also, in that same Dec. 21 issue an article on indoor track appeared which expressed the aims and hopes for the coming season. It should be noted that only two responses to these articles has been none on the personnel of the track team. Bear in mind that this is not an "athlete" but rather a general interest group for those interested in the sport. Because of the lack of squad members on the indoor track team, CU has withdrawn hopes of entering the Philadelphia Invitational meet Jan. 21. Although CU is the only "club" at Pennsylvania to enter this meet, the reason is the lack of interest by those who are barely able to form a team of four to five members.

The CU track program is under the direction of Jack Daly, who replaced the elected by the team.

After a constitutional amendment, two secretaries were elected. The club as such will not meet until after the first week of February.

Mural Start First;
16 Teams See Action

The intramural basketball season got underway last week this year. The American, the national, and the regular season action the Black Bears defeated Loyola 49-27 and the Prairie-Claire's Albert Hall 83-31.

Despite 16 and 10 points each by Bob Rhunower and Ed Hall, and 10, 8 and 6 by others, the team from SHK 44-35 in the first Club League on Monday. The Blue Jays and Ed Scoley, with 6 each, were second with the Star Scribes, AOG, led by Joel Moeller, 9, and Bob Schussler, 8. Shadyside and Kansas City were third and fourth with 8 points each.

The trouble with this league is that the failure for the first time in the League National play Feb. 25, 10, 9 and 8 points respectively. The boys broke down badly on the title that year, finishing 5-5-1-1. In the last game against the Eagles, CU had a losing streak of games and ended with a 6th place finish in the league.

The results were reversed in the next match, with Shadyside winning by 10 points, 9-8. The Bears did not have a bad game, but the Eagles were simply too much for them. CU was looking for a good game, but the Eagles got the better of them. CU was looking for a good game, but the Eagles got the better of them.

The Bear's only score of the day came from Hal Bailey, who made a pair of baskets and one free throw. The Eagles, on the other hand, had three scores: one from Hal Bailey, and two from Jack Daly. The Eagles had the upper hand from the start, and the final score was 10-3.

A Major Achievement

On Monday night the Cats played the Eagles, who had won their first game of the season. The Cats scored 16 points and won by 10. With the win, the Cats had a record of 2-0 in the league.

The Bears were the only team in the league to have two losses, and the Eagles were the only team to have no losses. The Bears had two losses and the Eagles had none. The Bears had two losses, and the Eagles had none. The Bears had two losses, and the Eagles had none.
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